GET YOURSELF

CONNECTED
A complete hosted telecoms system, tailored to you

“Mark, George and the team from FCC
have been a pleasure to work with.
We felt well looked after throughout the
changeover and I have no hesitation in
recommending FCC to anyone looking for
mobile or telephony solutions”
Anna Perry, Chief Executive,
Great Western Air Ambulance Charity

We build long-term relationships
You’ll already know that there is no shortage of telecoms companies out there who can get your
company connected. So once you look beyond this basic need of modern business, what else is
important to you?
Genuine expertise and integrity to tailor a solution which delivers? A fair price which may even save
your business money based on existing expenditure? Great customer service? An adviser you can
work with over the long term as your business develops?
If you value these principles, talk to us. Because we put building long-term partnerships at the heart
of what we do. Read on to discover how we deliver all the above to you whilst empowering your
business to do any or all of the following:
l
l
l
l
l

Benefit from free site-to-site, UK mobile and fixed line calls.
Take full control of your telephone systems.
Effortlessly embrace flexible working practices like hotdesking and home working.
Implement a robust business continuity solution.
Gain an advantage with complete telephone number flexibility – keep old numbers,
and take new numbers with any area code regardless of your physical location.

You will receive our excellent customer service and these leading benefits without major hardware
expenditure. Our great value pricing is offered on a simple per seat, per month basis, meaning you
only pay for what you use.

“FCC deliver a great service. Our Account
Manager has worked with us since we moved
over 7 years ago, and really understands our
business. He is always on hand to resolve any
issues we have regardless of time of day.
Very professional with an excellent manner
and execution of business”
Paul James, Financial Director,
The FSC Group

A telecoms partner for the long term
Located in Weston-super-Mare, we are specialist providers of telecoms solutions to businesses
throughout the South West. Our typical clients are owner-managed or family-run businesses.
But we provide our services to organisations of all shapes and sizes, including Bristol Airport, Outdoor
and Cycle Concepts and the Great Western Air Ambulance Charity.

We offer hosted telephony, connectivity and mobile services

We promise to provide comprehensive telecommunications advice and support at a competitive
price. This will be delivered with honesty, integrity and professionalism to fulfill your
communications requirements.
This nurtures long-term relationships because our clients not only value what we do, but how and
why we do it. This is reflected in the technology partners and the clients who choose us, because
we align our values.
We will always tailor a solution, negotiate the best services and prices and regularly review your
needs. With a dedicated account manager, all your queries will be resolved swiftly, with minimum
fuss and disruption.

The benefits of a hosted solution from FCC:
l
l
l
l

Advanced phone functionality with low up-front costs.
Secure, reliable and scalable phone system.
We put service and long-term relationships at the heart of our proposition.
We specialise in helping businesses in the South West.

“FCC came highly recommended
to us. Their business is built on relationships
and service and it’s easy to see why. We
could not be more impressed with the
quality of their service and the commitment
of their whole team.”
Jake Gready, Nexa Properties

Welcome to your FCC hosted future
What is a hosted telephone system?

A hosted telephone system uses cloud (remote, web-based) infrastructure to provide phone services,
rather than physical hardware onsite. It gives you far more functionality. Handsets, mobiles and even
your computers can all make calls. It’s done via your Internet connection rather than old-fashioned
phone lines.
As very little hardware is required, there are minimal installation costs and no maintenance costs.
All your options can be turned on and off, so it’s simple to scale - only paying for what you require.

Tailoring a hosted telephone system for you

FCC are specialists in designing, installing and advising on hosted systems. We’ll tell you about all
the functionality next. But you don’t have to go for everything available. We can help you identify
what you need. And you can add or take away options as your business evolves.

What does a hosted telephone system offer?
CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
It’s easy to manage your call handling features over the Internet. This includes storing call histories,
the option of recording calls and creating personalised settings. Your IT team can retain control or
delegate access to other users in your organisation.
SECURITY
Your system is hosted in state-of-the-art data centres, with the technology provider responsible for
security. It’s likely to be far more robust than what individual companies can provide for themselves.
But also, should you have to implement your own disaster recovery plans, your phone systems will
remain online and ready to adapt to your circumstances. You also get call barring and access code
functionality to reduce fraud risk.

“Alongside the savings we have made,
the functionality of the new solution has
enabled us to maximise production and
efficiencies within the business. Calls can
now be routed directly to the correct
department and now that our mobile
devices can be connected to the system
we truly can be remote workers.”
Quentin Hulm, Managing Director,
Cornelsen

HOSTED TELEPHONY

MOBILE

CONNECTIVITY

FACILITATING GREAT TEAMWORK
Choose from a host of call options to help your team work efficiently and enhance your professionalism.
These include three-way calling for easy collaboration with colleagues; hunt groups for distributing
calls; call transfers to different sites, groups or departments; and call park, call pick-up and instant
group call.
EFFICIENT AND FLEXIBLE WORKING
The tools that your hosted system offers promote efficiency in your workforce. From last number
redial to do not disturb functionality, and company directory to anonymous call rejection. It all
enhances company productivity. Your hosted system can also help you implement flexible working
effectively with Office UC. It’s a mobile app which replicates your extension on any smartphone or
tablet. This benefit is desirable when recruiting the best talent.
FURTHER OPTIONS WHICH CAN BE BOLTED ON
Even more functionality can be added as required. This includes advanced user interfaces and
integrations with software like Outlook and CRM programs. You can also add enhanced call queuing
options and receptionist and call centre functionality. The mobile devices we offer on all major
networks can be incorporated with our hosted solution. Ask us to find out what’s possible.
WHO ARE HOSTED TELEPHONE SOLUTIONS FOR?
Any business can benefit from a hosted telephone system. But it’s of particular interest if any of the
following are applicable:
l
l
l
l
l
l

You have multiple sites, as the system is implemented centrally and you don’t pay for calls
between locations.
You are a fast growing business, as hosted systems are easily scalable.
You have lots of people in the field, as each user can set where their calls are sent.
Business continuity is essential to you, as this solution keeps working even if you experience
disaster onsite.
Presenting a professional image to customers is important, as you can manage incoming and
outgoing calls to the highest standards.
You use your phones for training, monitoring and audit trails, as it is simple to centrally record calls.

“FCC understand just how business critical
our mobile and telephony needs are, which
makes working with them a pleasure.”
Lorraine Baillie,
IT & Telecommunications Manager,
County Contractors

Pick up the phone today
A hosted solution from FCC can be part of an exciting future for your
business. One we can continue to help you shape as you grow.

Give us a call on 01934 756 400 or email us on
sales@firstclasscomms.co.uk to discuss your needs.
Whether you are actively looking for a new system,
or are planning for the future, we’ll be happy to talk
through your options and see how we can help.
For more information visit: firstclasscomms.co.uk
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